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A. INTRODUCTION 
~· ~ . ' . 

Maritime Issues have become Increasingly Important on an International 
-

level in ecological, economic and political terms. 

• t'' 

The Community should actively react to this, because of Its long coastline, 

Its dependence on foreign trade and efficient shipping services, ··and Its 
• . ' . ~· • • ! • 'I 

environmental Interests. The EC should evaluat"e·-what would be the best way 

to tackle maritime cha'l /enges; and· this also Includes· lmprov(ng the 

competltlve~ess of the EC's ·maritime lndu~tr{e~. These Industries Include 

shipping, shipbuilding, the service sector, marine equipment and the 

"resources .of the sea" Industry (nc.luding fishing. The· Commuhlty "should 

quickly find answers to the following questions: 

what are the maritime Interests of the EC; 

-' how Its marlt'fme Interests are affected by 

developments In the International maritime field; 

current 

.. ·· ' 

and future 

how to ensure that at f ferent marItI me aspec"t s are regarded_.· as part of 
. ' . . 

the Community's overall mar(tlme dimension, as they are the common basis 

of the EC. s mar I tl me futur"e; 
l -~ 1 

whether Member States' maritime policies· are st/1 I. adequate (n the 

context of a rapidly changing and Increasingly demanding International 

maritime environment; 

how to promote on a European level the Community's ··maritime Interests 

and, especially, the competitiveness of the EC's mari"time J~dustrtes . 

..... . ··. 

This Communication seeks an open discussion on the Increasing Importance of 

the Community's maritime dimension and alms. to find' the EC'~ answ~r to 

current and future challenges. Its primary Intention Is to develop the 

relevant maritime Issues In the framework 

Community's Industrial policy, as recently 

Communication·· "lndusU/al ·policy · In 

envIronment "(1) 

(1) COM(90) 556 final, 16 November 1990. 

of general principles of the 

explained In the· Commission's 

an open and. cOmpetlt'tve 
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In this context, It Is worth mentioning that this Communication does not 
follow the more traditional approach of concentrating on sector specific 
aspects. Instead, the approach pursued In this Communication Is a general 
and horizontal one, as It addresses the whole maritime dimension - which 
Is of common concern to the different parties Involved. 

The basic objectives and contents of this Communication are the fo/-Jowlng :. 

to underline the Importance of maritime Issues and the Community's 
lnterest~s In this field (chapter B); 

t.o describe the key Issues for Improving the competltlvenes.s of the 
· EC maritime Industries, In comparison with Its main lnt~rnatlonal 

competitors (chapter C); 

-. ·to outline the possibilities for a maritime Initiative, In the 
framework for the Community's Industrial policy concept (chapter D); 

to propose a discussion forum with representatives of a// the 
Interested parties (maritime Industries, research Institutes, Member 
States' Maritime and Industrial Administrations and the Commission 
for example), which should contribute to a more precise definition of 
the type of actions to be developed In order to Improve the 
competitiveness of these. EC maritime sectors 

These contributions, In the form of a report, should be presented. to the 
Commission within 9 months. 

B. MARITIME ISSUES AND THEIR IMPORTANCE FOR THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY 

8.1 THE IMPORTANCE OF MARITIME ISSUES 

In recent years, maritime Issues - arising out of the use, exploration and 
exploitation of the sea and Its resources -.have become Increasingly 
Important. 
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8. I . .7 • Resources of the sea 

Today the. ocean Is regar_ded the I ast major fror>tt.er. on _earth for . the 
explofiatlon ~nd devel.opment of resources to sustain mankind In the future: 

Increasing interest Is therefore focussing on the resources_ aspect-of·the 

ocean$ .. Because of th~ Increasing population growth In particular--and the 

poss!bl'e depletion of vital minerals and fossil energy sources on land: 

the oceans are perceived as future sources. offood. energy~ ,_minerals. 

chemicals and space. 

The possibility of Intensive use of the oceans has emerged with advances -In 

marine: sciences and techno.logy, research. in fl.sh .finding, ··breeding 

techniques and aquaculture. Research Is_- aiso underway on the use.of the sea 

for .the proc;fuctlon of renewable energy, for example from tidal, wave and 

thermal ocean f!lnergy. However. the exp/ol tat ton of ml neral's .from the deep 

seabed may be ~ subject for the next decade. 

8.1.2. Environmental aspects and International standards 

a) Climate 

As the ocean Is the most Important buffer In the global.. .cl-Imate system, It 

Influences· the .world's ~//'mate, decisively. The ocean.·acts_ as a _'large 

reservolr of heat and. carbon, .. and. exchanges of both between the atmosphere 

and the ocean occur naturally on enormous scales. Any forecast of future 

global and regional change In climate has to be based on more detaHed 

Information on volume! distribution ·and movement of water masses, and on 

biogeochemical fluxes_such as that of carbon. 

b) Pollution 

The growing awareness of the lmpo~tance of the sea's resources. has been·· 

accompanied bY. concern over .the _health of. the oceans due to discharges 

from I and, o ll po II utI on caused by tanker ace I df#nt s, dumpIng of hazardous 

wastes Into the oceans., over-f[shlng of a number of specle_s, and conflicts , . . .. 
between states over access to and use of maritime areas. 
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c) Standards 

Following the disasters of the "Exxon Valdez" the "Herald of Free 

Enterprise", and the "Scandinavian Star" and the recent accidents In the 

Mediterranean, there Is an urgent need for more stringent International 
. . 

standards and rules concerning saftey, pollution controlling, vessel design 

and operation, In the context of the International Maritime Organization 

(I MO). 

8. L3. Globallzat ton of the /nternat tonal economy 

With· continuing globalization of the International econonw, maritime 

transport w/11 become more and more a crucial link~ an estimated 95% of all 

fnternatlonalfy''traded goods are transported by sea, and world seaborne 

trade measured In tonnes' Is forecast 'to grow-by 2,1 percent (iar annum until 

the year 2ooo(1). 

8.tJ• THE COIIIIUN'ITY'S INTEREST 

The EC or··r2 Meinber States ·alone has +1- 15.000 km of coastline, many 

Islands, large peninsulas and the largest concentration of ports (n the 

world. No co'ntlnent has as much coastline relative to ·tts surface as 

Europe. The exclusive economic zones of 200 naut leal miles of the Member 

St·ates cover an area of more than 3 mill·. km 2. 

8.'11.'1 Employment 

Fir/ures from the Member ··states Indicate that· "in· the sector of fls.herfe's 

alone there are ~pproxtmately 300.000 persons· working at sea. 

As it 1 s· assumed that for every one f 1 sherman employed at sea there are 

four to five employed on rand, employment- in· the fisheries sector within 

the Community amounts to 1.5 ·up to 1.8 million people. On the ·basts of 

th'ls figure, employment for the maritime Industry as a whole (Including 

shipbuilding, maritime transport, off-shore Industries etc.) can be 

(1) EEC Maritime Industries, report by Moore Stephens- Accountants, 1989. 
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estimated roughly at 2:5 million people. In other words~ ·einp/oy_me~t l,n the 

maritime Industry Is considerably larger than, for example, employme{lt In 

the· sector· .en?r.gy and water- In· the CommUnity. · ···. 

8. II • 2 Trade '~ .-

·a) EC Dependence on trade· 

The EC Is the world'·s biggest trading partner: Exira.:.Ec exports ·alone 

account fo"r about 25% of. world exports, and 90% of. the Community's 

.external trade· Is carried bY ships: Given• Etirope's high foreign t'rade 

exposure of 18% of GNP. (1990), htglier than the USA' s· 16%'- or Japan ~s '17%, 

not .counting the growing Importance of services and foreign direct 

lnvestfTient,. aryd given Europe's Internal 1/ber:attzatlon process~ the,.EC :Is 
dependent on:efflclent and safe transport fac(llttes. '5· .. · 

,, 

b) Increase tn European trade· 

Short sea transport, defined as transport a1ong. Europe's. geographic 

coastline· plus the Mediterranean, the Battle Sea and Black Sea coasts, and 

Inland waterway transport w/1 I Increase with the .completion of the 

Internal market, but equally with the' liberalization process fn central and 

eastern European countries. Trade and transport demand In Europe, ·already 

high, wttt rise further. . 

The Ec Is t"rytng to ~ork out such·solutlons, thr6u~h a variety o~ proposals 

In the transport field and also with regard to Its trans-European. network 

programmeO). Maritime and Inland waterway transport are In many cases an 

alt~rnattve to.heavlly congested land.transport ·and.·therefore.an Important 

element In the framework of the European Infrastructure pi;ogrammes . 

Efficient port ..facilities, application of new container technologies, new 

types of ferries, combined transpof.t, development of lntermodcillsm·, better 

exploitation of Inland waterways and Investment In modern ship-types.

prerequisites for efficient sea transport -·are consequently. of direct 
. . . . .. 
Interest to the EC's future -transport concept.· · . .., 

. (1) COM(90)585 f I nat, 10 December 1990. 
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IJ, •. II . 3 . f.nv I ro.nment 

The EC's transport problems and the .. International· pof.lutlon ·of the oceans 

rel.ate /x)th to the Community's envlronmentai lnterest In the maritime 

sect.or. 

Due t.o lncreas I ng transport problems, the Community has a spec/ f lc Interest 

In transport methods, which harm the environment as. little as possible. In 

this respect, short sea and Inland waterway transport may offer an 

alternat.lve to l~nd transport. 

Vessels consume less energy per tonne carried ~nd cause less environmental 

disturbance In terms of m?lse and air pollu~lon than any. other means of 

transportation. ln many ca$ef3, short sea tr~nsport and Inland waterway ·- . . 
~ransport are a[so 1/k_ely t~ .be the most cost-effective means of transport. 

With regard to Its long coastlines, Its partly endangered fish stocks, but 

also with regard to the Impact on the climate, th_e_Commi:inlty has a vital 

Interest In the he~lth of the oceans. High and effectively applied 

l n._ternat/onal. standards are therefore In the I nt~rest of the Commuf?itY. ~ 

In a/) lnternat)onal maritime areas and _markets,. It Is crucial that 

.Europ_e~n standards be set .at the requisite level and be c;;ompatlble with 

internatlpnal .standards. In .the absence of .lfJternatlonally agreer:f 

standards, It will also be necf{!ssary to set ·standCjrds at the European 

level, leading to the creation of International standards. Standards for 

new technologies must be delivered quickly, If they are to meet the needs 

of the marke.t. 

In 1.~90, the USA Implemented unilateral regulations which will require 

newly-bull t ... tankers which want to enter US harbours to be doubt.e hulled. On 

the other hand, the Japanese are proposing- In the context of current IMO 

negotlaUons .-.an alternative, the mid-deck tanker, developed by a. leading 

Japanese yard.. _ . 

Although certain EC yards from four Member. States are Jointly developing 

their own tanker design, the discussions on this matter In the IMO are left 

to individual Member States. 
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8.11.4 Fisheries 

The European Community Is one of the most Important se~ fishing powers In 
the world. It also has the world's largest market for fishery and 
aquaculture products which are supplied to a great extent by growl ng 
Imports. 

The challenges for the Community are In particular: the Improvement of 
conservat ton and control measures; the reduct ton of the over-capacity of 
the fleet; the developing of new technologies for fishing, the processing 
and marketing Industry on land; research; and the maintenance and extension 
of fishing possibilities In ·International .and external watersO). 

Increasing demand for fish on world markets, particularly In the 
I ndustr 1 all sed countr les. together wl th the lim/tat tons of fIsh/ ng 

.resources, contribute to the fact that aquaculture Is becoming Increasingly 
Important In economic terms. 

With a view to strenghtenlng the scientific and technological base of the 
Community's fishing Industry the fisheries and aquaculture research 
programme FAR was Introduced (1988-1992). The new agr leu/ tural and agro
industrlal research programme which Includes fisheries, Is part of the 
third framework programme. 

(1) Article 8 of Relgulatlon 170183 (CEE) on the baste pro~lslons 

concerning the Common Fisheries Polley provides for a report to be 
pr_oduced by the Commission and presented to the Council : this report 
will cover the situation In the fisheries sector and will Indicate 
current problems and guidelines for the future. 

The report will ·be presented In the las quarter of 1991, and the 
contribution on fisheries In this communication Is therefore limited. 
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8.11.5 llar/ne science and technology 

The resources of the sea Industry Is only slowly taking shape. However, as 

It will be of crucial Importance In the long run, the foundations for a 
successful EC Industry have to be laid today. As a prerequisite, marine 

sclem;;e and technology Is therefore an area that deserves the utmost 

attention. 

The EC's Marine Science and Technology R&D programme MAST(1) Is aimed at 

Improving knowledge of the marine environment In order to promote new 

exploration technologies for the protection and exploitation of marine 

resources. It also alms to Improve coordination and cooperation amongst 

national R&D programmes. 

The EC's BRITEIEURAM programme addresses materials and 

technologies, Including subjects such as automated welding 

Increase the safety and efficiency of ship construction. 

manufacturing 

In order to 

At the same time, It should be recognized, however, that exploitation of 

the oceans as an Interdisciplinary area depends on the cooperation of the 

different sectors and disciplines concerned. This cooperation has to be 

strengthened today, If Europe does not want to loose out against Its main 

International competitors. 

8.111. The new, EC maritime challenges 

The EC's specific maritime Interests have to be seen against the background 

of the International maritime dimension. 

Environmentally necessary International safety and design standards, as 

fixed by the IMO for example, directly affect the EC's environment policy. 

At the same time, they also· affect the situation and perspectives of EC 

shipowners, for whom new standards very often mean higher Investment costs. 

Community yards are also affected, since they have to adapt to these new 

standards. 

The resources of the sea are another example. Future poss I bill t les for 

successfully competing In this slowly emerging market depend not only on 

advances In the marine science discipline but also on the conversion of 

scientific knowledge Into Industrial applications. In other words, 

(1) JO L200 of 13.07.1989, JO C174 of 15.07.1990 
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cooperation and collaboration are necessary between the different sectors 
and disciplines concerned, and this Is of particular Importance In the case 
of small and medium size enterprises (SMEs). 

However. these are only examples of areas where the existence of common 
lnter~sts and/or synergy effects betwe~n different. maritime sectors are 
already apparent. Given the complexity of the whole maritime dimension, 
and the Interdependences between the health of the oceans and the/ r 
resources on the one hand, and shipping, shipbuilding and exploitation of 
the resources of the oceans on the other, all maritime Issues are elements 
of one. maritime dimension. 

In this respect, the Importance of all the service sectors (financial, 
Insurance, classification ... ) for the maritime. dimension must be borne In 
mind. Here, Europe has developed a whole range of expertise and know-how, 
and has the greatest possible Interest In not losing the competitive 
advantages It has achieved. 

It Is In this way that this document addresses· the whole maritime sphere, 
In order to prepare for the better explol tat /on of current and future 
synergy effects between all maritime disciplines. 

C. EUROPE•s MARITIME INDUSTRIES : ELEMENTS FOR EUROPEAN COMPETITIVENESS 

Europe's maritime future depends on the competitiveness of Its Industries. 
Only efficient maritime Industries can guarantee that the Community .will be 
In a position to participate adequately and successfully In International 
trade, and benefl t from the explol tat /on of the oceans. Therefore, the 
current situation In the different maritime Industries and their adJustment 
and development processes, as well as their willingness to cooperate, are 
of Importance to Europe's future, both In economic and political terms. 

Maritime Industries /Ike shipping and shipbuilding are traditional sectors, 
facing strong competition from th./rd countries. 

Worldwide overcapacity In shipping and shipbuilding, unfair pricing 
practices and shipbuilding subsidies In all forms have left their mark. 
Ship prices have not always covered building costs, and freight rates have 
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sometimes been very low. With regard to the shipbuilding sector., very 
little room was left for Investing In mocfern equipment, advanced production 
faclllt les or the development of new procfuct /on technologies. 

Maritime activities are Increasingly demanding from a technological point 
of view. Nowadays, a modern cruise ship can contal~ as many computerised 
Items as many naval ships. A cruise ship can be considered a miniature town 
In which all technical aspects of modern life are concentrat~d. As already 
underlined In the Commission's communication- -Industrial policy In an open 
and competitive envlronmentN(1) It Is no longer possible to speak today of 
high or tow technology lndustr les, but only of products that may have 
different levels of sophistication. 

Shipowners are constantly demanding the latest designs from shipbuilders 
and equipment manufacturers. Quietness, safety and economy have to respond 
to the latest technical levels. The possibility of building 
technologically sophisticated shlps,·allowfng EC shipowners to operate with 
smaller but highly trained crews. may allow for Improving the 
competitiveness of EC fleets v/s-8.-v/s thcJse of third countries. Shipowners 
thus need to be provided with the necessctry devices /Ike for example fully 
Integrated ship control systems or remotely controlled deck machinery. 
Suppliers of electronic and computerized devices for automatic procedures 
have therefore a spec/ a/ role to p/ ay cts they have to respond to these 
demands. 

C. I THE SHIPBUILDING SECTOR 

The shipbuilding sector Is responsible for providing efficient, modern and 
safe ships, and Is dependent on R&D In order to make technological 
advancements and Improvements for all typE!S of maritime transport. 

The performance of the shipbuilding sector and Its possibility to Invest In 
R&D Is therefore an Important factor for the EC's maritime Interests. 

(1) COM(90)556 final, 16 November 1990. 
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Today, the EC's market share of 20% (compared with Japan's 38%) Is based 
mainly on the construction of ships with a high technology content, where 
the Community still has a comparative advantage. However, Japan's recent 
efforts to conquer this part of the market, starting with the successful 
construction of container and passenger vessels, pose serious difficulties 
for the Industry. These difficulties are even more serious, given that EC
shipbullders operate In a deeply fragmented European market, where the 
first signs of cooperation emerged only recently, for example with the 
creation of a common R&D committee, COREDES (Cooperation for Research and 
Development In European Shipbuilding). 

The Introduction of modern production technologies, additional R&D efforts 
and better exploitation of the benefits of the Internal market, Including a 
higher degree of Intra-community cooperation, are therefore urgently 
needed. Reviewing the potential of shipbuilding technologies for marine 
uti 1/zat I on should be envisaged, for example with regard to new offshore 
structures, research vessels for science and Industry and deep sea mining 
equipment, built by specialised yards. 

The capacity to provide any safe and environmentally friendly ship type, at 
the lowest possible price under free and fair normal competitive 
conditions, is absoulutely necessary for the shipbuilding sector. 

Shipowners wi I I soon call for a new generatIon of high-speed cargo (and 
passenger) shl ps to meet the requl rements of Just-/ n-t I me delivery and a 
division of labour for certain high-value or sensitive products. 

Against this background, attention should also be paid to the situation of 
those warship yards that are affected by declining military budgets. These 
yards are gradually trying to compensate for the fall In military orders by 
Increased activity In civil areas. Given the special technological know
how of the warship yards, their experience and skills could be of great 
value a priori for civil activities, for Instance In assisting In the 
exploration and exploitation of the oceans, In the development of new 
unmanned submersibles and underwater robotics. 
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C./I THE EC-FLEET 

EC fleets are facing a multitude of' challenges. In 1975 the fleet 
registered In the Community amounted to more than 30% of the world fleet. 
Since then, however, the Community's st1are has declined sharply, and did 
not even reach 15% In 1990. 

This decline has resulted In part from the growth of protectionist measures 
by third countries and unfair pricing practices. The Commission Is 
constantly trying, In International fore~. to combat such developments and 
to create and pre,serve open markets and fair competition In shipping 
worldwide. These were ImpOrtant objectives of the four Council regulations 
adopted In 19861). 

In a climate of strong International competition, protracted overSU(:?PIY of 
shipping services worldwide, and a consequent fall In freight rates, the 
Community fleet has suffered a comparative disadvantage. The costs 
associated with the employment of crews from the Member States have been In 
many cases an Important element In this l'ilsadvantage. 

Community shipowners are Increasingly Ltslng the open registers of third 
countries. Also Member States themselves hav.e developed additional or 
second registers which, while being of help to some shipowners, do present 

. the danger of an Increasing divergence' of operat lng condlt Ions between 
Member States' fleets and distortions of competition between Community 
shipowners. 

The Comml~slon has put forward a package of positive measures and proposals 
Intended to stem the decline In the size of the Community fleet and In the 
employment of. Community seafarers: NA future for the Community shipping 
Industry: Measures to Improve the opf~ratlng condlstlons· of Community 
shlpplngN (COM (89)266 final of 3 August 1989). They Include a proposal for 
a Community shipping register (EUROS), Improvements to the effectiveness· of 
Port State Control, and the Implementation of the principle of freedom to 
provide maritime services within the llemt•er States.-

1) Council regulation (EEC) No. 4055186, 4056186, 4057186 and 4058186 of 22 

December 1986, OJ L378, 31 December 1986 
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Some of the proposals In the package have a/ reEJ:dY been approve·d, and others 

have been subject to discussion In the Council and other Community 

Institutions. In particular, the EUROS proposal has been modified In the 

light of comments fr.om the European Parliament. Further m9dlflcatlons, 

which would have the effect of exempting seafarers who serve on ~UROS ships 

from Income tax, are under active consideration. These would reduce the 

costs to the shipping Industry associated with employment of Community 

nationals. This would also help to Improve the competitive position of the 

EC fleet. 

In developing these and other proposals, the Commission has borne In mind 

that the Community fleet must operate In a very difficult .world market 

situation. 

The subject of marltme transport, and especially the nee~ to Improve the 

competitiveness of EC shipping, will form an Important element of the 

comprehensive White Paper on future Community transport pollcy which the 

Commission Intends to prepare during the autumn of 1991. 

As a consequence of strong International competition, the Community Is 

pursuing the development, In technical and economical terms, of a modern 

fishing fleet capable of supplying the market with products at reasonable 

prIces and which meet high quallty and health requl rements. 

C.lll THE EQUIPMENT INDUSTRY 

The EC marine and off-shore equipment Industry consists of .a lar..ge yarlety 

of mostly medium-sized companies, which supply not only the commercial and 

the. defence sectors, but. also the non-marine sector. This sector covers 

all kinds of ship-machinery, navigational and safety equipment as well as 

marine environmental Instrumentation. 

In the absence of technical harmonization of marine equipment, there .are 

few opportunl t les to explol t economies of scale, especl ally for safety

related equipment. 

Opportunities for European manufacturers to exploit possible European 

markets have not all been exhausted, for example In equipment for exploring 

and exploiting the oceans. Ships' propulsion machinery Is another example. 
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Manufacture In Europe Is becoming tess and Jess Important, whereas Imports 
of machinery built In Japan or Korea unde!r European licences are rising. 

C. IV RESOURCES OF THE SEA INDUSTRY AND jfARINE RESEARCH 

The emerging resources of the sea Industry Is not a well defined unit, but 
consists of all Industries that provide t'he Infrastructure and services for 
the exploration and exploitation of the oceans. 

For example the offshore sector comprIses the construct Jon sector -:- r lgs, 
platforms, mostly built by speclallsecf yards - and marine technology 
explorations, field developments, and other services, Including supply 
vessels. This sub-sector thus brings together equipment Industry, yards, 
and marine science and technology. 

In order to be successful, the resources of the sea Industry has to rely on 
R&D In marine science and technology and the transfer of technologies from 
other Industries. 

Modern complex marine science necessitates optimal organisation of marine 
research. In spite of the close Jinks t>etween basic and applied research 
and between the various disciplines, there Is still In most Member States 
the traditional Institutional separation between research In fisheries~ 

defence, ocean mining, navigation, coastal engineering, and In baste 
oceanography, marine biology and geology. 

R&D In marine technology In the Community has been so dominated by the 
requirements of offshore, off and gas, and defence, that It has created a 
sltuat Jon where the technology a/ ready <teveloped now needs to be adapted 
and extended Into other promising area.s. These Include electrical and 
electronic engineering In the marine environment, underwater accoustlcs and 
communication to facilitate offshore exploitation and operations, 
especially In deepwater, Including the development of autonomous (unmanned) 
vehicles and robotic mid-water and sea-bed systems. 
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Despite their common problems. the extent of cooperation among Europe·s 

maritime Industries Is still too limited and this Is especially the case as 
regards R&D and the development of common projects. 

C.V SITUATION IN JAPAN AND THE USA 

In Japan, shipping and shipbuilding are closely Interlinked either at the 
level of Industrial conglomerates or as far as support measures are 
concerned. These··llnks are most clearly exposed by the home credit 'scheme 
wlch provides Japanese shipowners with low-cost financing which Is 
Inevitably used for the purchase of Japanese built vessels. Another 
example are R&D subsidies which are ostensibly paid to Independent research 
Institutes, but ln. fact ought to be more properly regarded as a direct 
benefit to the marine Industries. Japan Is highly dependent on Imports of 
-raw materials and exports of Industrial goods, and therefore places great 
Importance on strong and efficient maritime Industries. 

The Japanese government Is currently Investing 286 million ,ECU annually In 
ocean technology R&D programmes. R&D In shipbuilding Is being carried out 
In Japan on a high-speed ·"Techno-superliner" with a total budget of about 
72 million ECU, and on a highly reliable marine propulsion plant with an 
estimated budget of 15 million ECU. 

In 1990 the. Japan Sh/pbuf.Jdlng Industry Foundation started drawing up the 
concept of a new-type offshore structure as part of measures to stabilize 
the business of shipbuilding companies. The work Involves research 
concerning ocean space development and utilization by use of large-sized 
floating structures. 

In the USA, a complex system of measures gives support to shipbuilding and 
shipping, namely through the restriction of cargo and of national built 
requirements In respect of domestic trade (Jones Act). As far as shipping 
/s concerned, these restrictions run against the objective of a free and 
open market In shipping services. 
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Although the USA has been absent from the merchant shipbuilding sector for 
about ten years, Its recent Initiative- aimed at the elimination of trade
dlstorttve measures and practices In the shipbuilding sector on a worldwide 
basts - Is a signal of the Importance It places on the construction of 
merchant ships at a moment when budgetary cuts are drastically reducing 
the volume of new orders for warship yards. 

D. A HEW EUROPEAN MARITIME INITIATIVE 

D./ AN APPRON;H IN THE FRAMEWORK. OF THE COJIMISSION·s INDUSTRIAL POLICY 
CONCEPT 

In the past, the Commission has undertaken and proposed a range of 
different Initiatives. Although some of these have been adopted, others 
are still wafting for the necessary approval by the Council .. 

A comprehensive view of all the maritime Issues Is, however, still missing. 
A new approach with real Impact for the whole of Europe's maritime 
Industries Is therefore essential. 

According to the Commission's Industrial policy concept(1), the 
Commission's Intention can not be to create a substitute for efforts made 
by companies themselves. The Commission can only give special attention to 
those areas which play a key role In the economy as a whole. In this 
respect, the maritime Industry Is given special mention In the 
communication on the EC's Industrial policy. 

D.ll TOWARDS A COHERENT MARITIME APPRON;H- Action points 

Based on the analysts of future challenges and the current state of the 
EC's Industries, several Interrelated areas have been Identified as 
deserving special attention from the Community. These areas concern the 
basis of all· maritime Industries, and are supposed to have a dominant 
Impact on their competitiveness, as they are also decisive In Improved 
exploitation of synergy effects. Strengthening them, via horizontal 
support measures, should be regarded as an urgent task. 

(1) COM(90)556 final, 16 November 1990 . 
... ~ 
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D.i/.1 Business environment :achievement of the Internal market 

One of the most Important aspects of the Commission's Internal market 
programme Is the elimination of trade barriers. In the marine equipment 
Industry, however., technical barriers to trade still exist. 

A draft directive Is therefore In preparation and will harmonize technical 
regulations related to marine equipment used on board merchant ships. It Is 
envisaged that the directive will Include marine equipment for which It Is 
essential to promote the safety of life at sea, and for the protection of 
the marine environment from pollution by hazardous substances. 

D. I I .2 Safety 

Maritime safety Is an Issue of great Importance. The Commission /s 
preparing a Communication covering a wide range of aspects In this area. 

A distinction has to be made between navigational safety, safety on board, 
safety at work and safety of the environment. 

Maritime activities are one of the most exposed to different types of 
accidents. Fatal accidents are especially high with regard to transpor_t 
and fishing activities. 

The Commission In Its White Paper will address the following Items: 

the Interpretation and Implementation of International regulations at 
European level, taking Into account existing Community legislation; 
Improved safety on passenger ferries and environmental friendly 
tanker designs 
lnttla.tlves In the universal application of navigational aid systems.; 
more frequent port Inspections focusing on compliance with ex/sOng 
safety standards and observance of environmental and soc/a/ regula
tIons and In order to avoid any unfal r compet It ton through cost 
advantages when norms and regulations are not observed. 

/u1/goboh/UK/NO/fcommunl1 18/9/91 
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As far as fishing Is concerned a study has shown that one out of two 
accidents Is related to the ship Itself (safety of the ship) and the other 
Is related to the activity of the fisherman (safety at work). This 
distinction Is of Importance as It Indicates that better equipment and 
better professional training are needed. The Commission Is preparing a 
directive on minimal requirements concerning safety and health at work on 
board fishing vessels 

D./I .3 R&D 

An Integrated Community approach to maritime R&D should be envisaged. 
Shipbuilders, shipowners and the equipment Industry should jointly define 
their Interests and should develop common strategies with regard to the 
Increasing demand In technological Issues. 

The success of cooperative arrangements will depend to a large extent on 
the gradual concentration and strengthening of R&D on a number of selected 

-projects, Involving customers, manufacturers and suppliers. 

Europe's maritime R&D base should be strengthened through a coordination 
of European maritime science and technology R&D requirements. The 
identification of priority areas Is a/so advocated through a better 
cooperation of the existing European R&D programmes (e.g. MAST, EURET, 
BRITE/EURAM, EUREKA (EUROMAR), etc.) 

D.l/.4 Transport 

The potantlal of waterborne transport -both maritime and Inland waterway
for relieving congested and environmentally harmful land transport should 
be fully developped. Attention needs to be paid to such aspects as 
container technology, lntermodamlsm and the Integration of Industrial
logistics with transport-logistics. The Commission Is already carrying out 
work on the development of a combined transport network Including maritime 
links, and the extension of tranpsort Infrastructure policies and funding 
arrangements to the ports Is also being pursued, In recognition of the 
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:·.Lmportance of efficient ports with good connections to road, raft and 
Inland waterwy. These aspects w/11 be among those to be covered In the 

.toll/owing White Paper on transport policy, mentioned above. 

e .. II .5 Training 

-:Better training Is needed In order to reduce the number of accidents caused 

by human errors In the work place and at sea. 

Moreover, In order to strengthen Europe's maritime competitiveness, 

adequate training of manpower Is necessary not only In research but also In 

the . Industry, In the new techno I og I es emp I oyed, Inc I ud I ng management and 

working practices, Information systems, planning, and quality assurance. 

As the EC Is not a low labour cost zone, It Is necessary to rely more on 

the advantages of better training. Competitiveness, productivity and a 
high level of training always go hand In hand. 

J.he ·achievement of competitive maritime Industries w/11 depend on the 

~/fling cooperation- In accordance with EC competition law- of customers, 

:- F1Janufacturers,. and supply chain and research establishments on a European 

:R.?Jsls. The recruitment of sufficiently well-trained and motivated 

scientists and engineers and their further training w/11 play a central 

role. 

,This applies equally to a// people working on board ship. An EC Directive 

is therefore being prepared and alms to: 

promote adequate qualifications for seamen and mechanics; 

promote the harmonisation of training of Community seamen and ensure 

the uniform application of the rules l.a/d down by the IMO; 

guarantee navigational security and environmental protection at the 

same time, by sa/tors with adequate qualifications. 
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D.l/.6 Environment 

A better approach to maritime environment preservation Is necessary. A 
clear framework for EC Initiatives In this fiefs must be defined. 
Shipbuilders, shipowners, equipment Industry and all sectors related to the 
port facilities should jointly define common strategies for a better marine 
environment. 

Particularly worth mentioning are: 

the Interpretation and Implementation of IMO rules at European level, 
taking Into account existing Community legislation 
the promotion of a comprehensive policy on port reception facilities 
the promotion of new technological systems for surveillance, combat 
and control of marine pollution either operational or accidental. 

D./1.7 Competition In the EC 

Strict control of state aids Is a necessary condition for undlstorted 
competition. Th~ 7th directive on state aids to shlpbulldlng(1) has so far 
proved to be a very effective Instrument. Equally, with regard to shipping 
and the proposed EC register, regard Is given to the objective of achieving 
a real convergence, of the conditions of competition among Member 
States(2J. 

Competition law also refers to trans-frontier cooperation, and here It 
must be remembered that nat lonal markets or European markets are not 
always the decisive markets, especially with regard to joint ventures. 
For maritime Industries, the concept of traditional frontiers Is not fully 
_applicable (eg flag of convenience, difficulty In applying Import duties, 
etc), so the concept of worldwide International competition may 
especially In some· sectors - be of particular Importance when European 
cooperation undertakings In this sector are judged. 

(1) JO L 380127, 21 December 1990. 
(2) See MFinanclal and Fiscal Measures concerning Shipping Operations with 

Ships registered In the Community•, SEC(89)921. 
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D.ll.8 International Dimension 

Shipbuilding. and to some. extent other maritime Industries, have been 
subJect to strong unfair and subsidised competition from third countries. 
This should be eliminated In order to create a free and fair International 
environment for European companies. 

The Community Is actively seeking - In the context of current OECD 
negotiations an International agreement against trade dlstortlve 
measures, lncludl ng unfal r pr lei ng practIces, In the shl pbulldl ng sector. 
In this respect the Community as a whole Is assuming the EC's 
responsablllty vis-a-vis Its main International competitors. 

It Is equally Important to have a harmon/sed Community position, especial l·y 
In the framework of the International Maritime Organisation (IMO). 

D./II AN INTEGRATED EUROPEAN ANS'NER 

The Implement at /on of the hor lzontal measures as descrIbed above would 
contribute to maritime sectors keeping up with the newest developments, 
benefitting fully from the achievement of the Internal market. and better 
exploiting a/ I synergy effects. 

However, maritime challenges, relating to the resources of the sea. to 
pollut.lon of the oceans, transport developments and International standards 
for example can no longer be tackled on the basis of each specific Item In 
Isolation. Already today, but even more Importantly In the future. maritime 
challenges demand new strategies, which are based on the technical 
knowledge, the experience, and the R&D efforts of all maritime Industries 
and all related research Institutes. 

The different maritime Issues and challenges have thus to be recognised as 
parts of an overall maritime dimension and have to be dealt with 
accordingly. 
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A new global and horizontal approach Is necessary - based on cooper at ton 
between the different Industries concerned. research Institutes. 
universities. Member States Administrations and the Commission. Only such· 
a framework allows the maritime Interests of the Community to be pursued. 

In the EC a framework for an eff lclent exchange of I nformat /on through 
permanent dialogue between all parties concerned should be created. Areas 
of common Interest to two or more of the maritime parties can then be 
Identified and analysed at community level. These areas may, for example, 
Include standards, research and development, port facilities or 
environmental Issues. Closer vertical and horizontal cooperation could 
result In the recognition of common alms, projects and market lead 
strategies. 

Against this background, an appropriate forum Is proposed to contribute to 
the definition and the preparation of the details of this approach being 
Implemented. The forum should be made up of representatives from the 
Industries concerned, research Institutes, Member States' Maritime and 
Industrial Administrations and Commission officials. 

As far as the Commission Is concerned, a group, composed of· all· the 
Directorates-General concerned, could represent the Commission. 

With regard to the terms of reference, the forum - organised through a 
network of working groups - should 

provide the framework for an efficient exchange of Information 
between all relevant parties concerned; 
collect and analyse the common Interests of the various Industries; 
Identify priority areas, where common Interests do exist and where -
respecting the subsidiarity principle - actions at EC level might be 
appropriate. 

These areas might for example relate to: 

.Industrial maritime Implications of global transport systems; 
common R&D projects, wl th the Involvement of users, producers and 
suppliers of technological equipment; 
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Implications for the maritime Industry of the national, EC ana 
International (Including maritime safety ana environmental) 
regulations. and directives, 
transfer of technology between military and civil activities, 
Including R&D, Improved use of existing military capacities for 
alternative uses; 
activities In fields which hold the key to future developments, for 
example in areas like resources of the sea, environmental technology, 

etc,; 

evaluation of recommendations for I nternat lonal safety ana 
environmental standards; 
the need for stanaaralsatlon work at European level, quality 
assurance procedures for maritime Industries. 

E . CDHCLUSIOHS 

The Community Is aware of the Increasing Importance of the maritime 
dimension. Mar i time matters are directly Involved In the EC's economic and 
political Interests. 

Europe's maritime Interests are too wide-ranging to enable the maritime 
Industries to safeguard them on their own, especially as some of them face 
severe adJustment problems. 

Given this s ituation, the Community needs to strengthen Its maritime basis 
In order to be In a position to benefit from future developments In the 
maritime dimension. However, this can not be done by the Indus try, Member 
States or the Commission lna!v/dua//y. 

Consequently, better Internal policy cooralnatton, as well as an Improved 
understanding between the different companies In each sector concerned, the 
different maritime industries, Member States ana the Commission altogether 
is needed. 

It Is therefore proposed to create a discussion Forum, made up of all the 
parties concerned, wtth the follow ing tasks: 

def ine more precisely the scope of the global ana hor i zontal 
approach, by Identifying the priority areas, ana the types of actions 
to be developed, In order to Improve the competitiveness of the EC 
maritime Industries within the Community as well as on world level; 
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assess the appropriate method for the Implementation of these 
actions. 

The forum should present a report to the Commission g months after approval 
of this communication. 

Following this report the Commission will examine whether a further 
communication to the Council and the European Parliament would be approa
pr 1 ate, 1 n order to propose concrete actIons of common Interest to the 
maritime Industries. 
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·Aquaculture 

World Production 1988 ( 1) 

• 14 million tonnes • 14% of fishery. 

• 22 billion US$ 

EC Production 1989 (2) 

• 84 7.000 tonnes • 1,6 b'illion .. ECU ·lurnover 

Shares in world production 1985 
(total production, tonnes) 

Asia. 78,9 

1) Fao, Commission services 

2) Association Europl!enne des Econom lstes de Ia Pllche 

3} Aquakultur und Aqustechnlk, Sylt 1989 

Europe 10,9 
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